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Problem: . The challenge was to increase ride and load capacity of the road while maintaining or increasing the 
shoulder width on a paving rehabilitation project (re-grading was not a financially feasible option). 
 
Solution: . Our experiment split a 6 mile road project into two segments. The west segment was reclaimed, 
injected with emulsion and overlaid with a single 2” lift of 2360.The east portion was reclaimed full depth with no 
emulsion and overlaid with 4 inches of 2360 (in two lifts).   
 
Procedure: Core samples were taken of the existing materials on the road and mix designs with comparable GEʼs 
were developed. After milling 3 inches from the whole project, the west (emulsion) section was reclaimed to a depth 
of 6 inches and two additional passes were made to inject and incorporate the emulsion (at a rate of 4.5%).The 
east non-emulsion section was reclaimed to a depth of 4 inches.  
 
Results: The final cost for the emulsified segment was $441,200 and the cost of the standard reclamation 
segment was $359,887. The surface of the emulsion impregnated segment was rougher than the other because 
the reclaimed materials were not finished as well as we would have liked before the emulsion set up. The final 
elevation of the emulsified section is 2” lower than the other which equates to a 6” wider shoulder.  

 
Implementation:  This process could easily be implemented on other old road segments where a narrow 
shoulder is a major concern and regrading is not an option.  
 
Status:  Completed.     
 
Total OPERA Funds used for project:  $10,000 
 
What method/s were used to evaluate the project?  Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) 
 
What were the results of the testing or evaluation?  The segment with emulsion had a reclaimed strength of 7.6 
TONN and a paved strength of 11.5 TONN. The other segment had a reclaimed strength of 4.3 TONN and a paved 
strength 11.1 TONN. 

      
Conclusions:  The Emulsion section has the same or better strength than the untreated section (which has 2” 
more of 2360 Bit). The Emulsion section has a 28% advantage in shoulder width, but is 22% more expensive than 
the untreated section.  The single lift of new 2360 didnʼt allow for as smooth of finished surface as the other 
segment that had two lifts of bituminous. Both segments had a similar number of transverse cracks after their first 
winter and evaluation will continue to determine long term durability.  

 
Estimates of possible or actual cost savings, reduction in materials, equipment, or labor because of the 
use of this project:  This process costs more than our conventional method, but if the road section has a very 
narrow shoulder width to start with, this alternative gives a workable solution. 
 
What worked well and what didnʼt?  The cost of the emulsion section and the short working time after the 
emulsion process were unexpected. 
  
Recommendations:  Potential users of the Engineered Emulsion section will have to examine the benefit of the 
shoulder width retention against the additional cost of this method.   
 
What changes or modifications do you feel would improve this project?  Put greater effort into the initial 
shaping behind the emulsifying operation to obtain a better final riding surface.  


